
The third and final edition in Rosebank’s first 
global series of legacy releases is a crescendo in our 
renowned distillery’s rich, fruity, and floral house 
style - a worthy celebration of the revival of our 
irrepressible spirit!

We specially selected this peerless single malt whisky 
to mark the re-emergence of Rosebank Distillery 
after more than 30 years. It’s a significant milestone 
on our restoration journey since we ‘broke ground’ 
in 2019. We’ve lovingly restored the original 
crumbling stonework of the Falkirk-based distillery 
at its original location. We’ve painstakingly mirrored 
the tried and tested methods of the founding whisky 
makers, breathing life back into the esteemed 
Scottish distillery and positively contributing to 
our local community.

Rich and complex yet elegant and balanced, this 32 Year 
Old offers sweet aromas of pineapple and candied ginger 
mingling with lemon and marzipan with hints of white 
pepper and café latte. The mouthfeel is velvety with good 
body and hints of malt, thyme, butterscotch, tropical fruits, 
drying oak and softly warming spice. A soft and long finish 
has notes of lemon, honeyed porridge and toasted walnut. 

The final in our global series of legacy releases, this whisky 
perfectly exemplifies the qualities that earned Rosebank 
reverence as the ‘King of the Lowlands’.

ROSEBANK 32



Size 70CL

Available in N/A

ABV 47.6% un-chillfiltered

SKU Code ROSEBANK3270476

Bottle Barcode 5010852053326

Case Barcode 05010852053333

Bottle Diameter 7.41cm

Bottle Height 32.74cm

Case Size 1 x 70cl

Case Length (cm) 24cm

Case Width (cm) 24.3cm

Case Height (cm) 41cm

Case Weight (kg) 3.65kg

Cases per pallet layer 20

Total cases per pallet 60

ROSEBANK 32  YEAR  OLD 
LOWLAND S INGLE  MALT 
SCOTCH WHISKY

TAST ING NOTES
 
Nose: Elegant and balanced, boiled sweeties, pineapple cubes, 
dried apricot, gentle oak, candied ginger, lemon drizzle, 
marzipan, hints of white pepper and café latte.

Palate: Velvet mouthfeel with good body, hints of malt, thyme, 
butterscotch, tropical fruits, drying oak and softly warming spice. 

Finish: Soft and long with lemon, honeyed porridge and 
toasted walnut. 

S IGNATURE  SERVE
 
Serve neat, with a drop of water if desired.

USP 'S
 
·  Final release in the first global series of three legacy 

Rosebank releases

· Distilled in the final three years prior to the distillery's closure 

·  Commemoration letter enclosed, celebrating the new distillery 
opening to the public in 2024

·  Digitised packing with a new NFC tag on the back label to 
allow consumers to authenticate their bottles
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